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Abstract. With increasingly high volumes of conversations across social media,
the rapid detection of emotions is of significant strategic value to industry prac‐
titioners. Summarizing large volumes of text with computational linguistics and
visual analytics allows for several new possibilities from general trend detection
to specific applications in marketing practice, such as monitoring product
launches, campaigns and public relations milestones. After collecting 1.6 million
user-tagged feelings from 12 million online posts that mention emotions, we
utilized machine learning techniques towards building an automatic ‘feelings
meter’; a tool for both researchers and practitioners to automatically detect
emotional dimensions from text. Following several iterations, the test version has
now taken shape as emotionVis, a dashboard prototype for inferring emotions
from text while presenting the results for visual analysis.

1 Introduction

Emotion has become a popular topic in information systems research [1–6] as affective
relationships are increasingly recognized as central to technology mediated interactions
in general [7] and social networks in particular [8]. Emotions as “projections/displays
of feeling” [9, 10] are the most visible layer of affect – explicitly shared in facial expres‐
sions, verbal and written communication. People go to social media in search of inten‐
sity, sensations and impressions that create affective jolts [8]. The resulting strong feel‐
ings are then often publicly shared (e.g., people voluntarily telling others ‘how they are
feeling’ on Facebook). Due to this search for intensity, social media often invite inten‐
tionally provocative content and trolling behavior, rather than rational argumentation in
a Habermasian public sphere [11].

While the uses and gratifications of social media include affective experiences, organ‐
izations seek to understand how their customers feel and which emotions they express
online in relation to their brand. Such insights are used for improvements in marketing
strategy, customer service, and the discovery of new business opportunities [12–15].
Opinions from the crowd are increasingly discovered with the help of automatic senti‐
ment analysis. Yet state-of-the-art tools offer sentiment detection in the form of a polarity
score, lacking context to what form of positivity or negativity was expressed. These
results can potentially be misleading for practitioners [16]. Many research prototypes have
overlooked fundamentals of information visualization by their own admission [17]; others
have only attempted to pursue one angle of analysis [18]. Few research prototypes have
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attempted multi-category emotion detection [19, 20]. If attempted, studies typically
re-apply existing emotion classes from offline research (Ekman-6, Plutchik-8 or Scher‐
er’s emotion wheel) while leveraging generalized emotion lexicons (ANEW, OlympLex)
that are not necessarily adept to online spaces. The dashboard prototype demonstrated
herein differs in three fundamental ways from other existing tools. First, our training data
set benefits from specificity; providing granularity of up to 143 discrete emotion types.
Second, the tool offers multi-dimensionality by including both the valence and the arousal
dimensions. Third, we offer a re-alignment in classification towards how people exhibit
emotions online. Our tool reflects current emotion discourse online (particularly Face‐
book) which appears to be skewed towards high arousal and positive emotions (e.g.,
excitement) [15].

The artifact instantiates Action Design Research design principles from an ongoing
engaged scholarship within a social media marketing agency [21]. Development cycles
have been informed by research prototypes [22–24] and considers existing commercial
tools such as Talkwalker, Topsy and Radian6 [25–27]. The emotionVis tool is accessible
at cssl.cbs.dk/software/emotionVis (includes demo video).

2 Methodology: Artifact Design

Development began with data collection of 12 million public posts from Facebook that
mentioned feelings. Of these, we used 1,618,499 posts, where the user tagged their text
with one of 143 Facebook ‘feelings tags’ (feature since 2013) (Fig. 1). This provided us
with a unique training set for our tool to detect emotion attributes from text. Standard
approaches to text classification [28] involve the following steps: (1) Preprocessing: text
is tokenized (so that words can be separately identified); (2) Feature Extraction: identi‐
fying word (unigrams, bigrams and trigrams) sequences; (3) Classification: a supervised
machine learning algorithm is selected, which determines which combinations of
features best predict the classification of interest. We followed the above steps to train
four separate classifiers on our set of emotion-categorized posts.

Fig. 1. Example of Facebook feeling tag used in training.

The first classifier detects individual emotions from the inputted text, leveraging
28 ‘Facebook feelings’ with the most volume within our training set. The second
classifier groups these feelings into 6 core emotions. It is common in emotions
research to group discrete emotions into a smaller number of ‘core’ categories, such
as joy, anger, sadness, fear and excitement [9, 29]. Our tool includes Joy, Sadness,
Anger, Fear, Excitement and Empowerment, reflecting a wider range of high
arousal, positive emotions – in line with the kinds of intense affective experiences
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people seek from and express on social media [8]. The third and fourth classifiers
detect levels of valence (pos-neg sentiment) and levels of arousal from the inputted
text. The resulting prototype consists of a backend and frontend (Fig. 2). The
backend includes two Python Flask applications: an API interacting with the classi‐
fier and a web app interacting with the API. This app receives a CSV file from the
user, extracts necessary data, sends it to the emotionVis API, adds classification
scores to the CSV file, and returns the data to the user, along with computing the
chart data for the dashboards. The front-end (UI) is made in HTML5, CSS and Java‐
Script. Bootstrap is used for the layout, while the D3.js and NVD3 visualization
libraries are leveraged for the charts.

Action Design Research (ADR): The primary design consideration was to build a tool
with value to Marketing and Social Media practitioners. ADR was used as a practical
way of eliciting needs from the industry to inform the design [21]. Current development
is taking place within a research environment while simultaneously testing the tool
within a social media marketing agency. A survey was conducted among 30 practitioners
at the agency to gauge which of the 143 feeling types were more relevant when making
decisions. Early test versions of the tool were utilized by practitioners on a brand
campaign by the electronics manufacturer Bang and Olufsen in 2015. In line with Sein
et al.’s dual mission of making theoretical contributions while solving practitioner prob‐
lems [4], we also see our tool as being useful for researchers who use similar datasets
(post-level csv) from social channels (Facebook, Twitter, etc.). Design of the interface,
thus, had these various users in mind.

Dashboard Affordances: The tool is intended to augment social media data that
researchers or practitioners have at hand (e.g., post-level data exported from commercial
tools as .csv files). Such data often provide details about the “who” and “when”, which
can be enhanced with “what feelings were felt” and topical clues as to why. The dash‐
board seeks to facilitate several affordances:

Emotional Alignment – A social media manager can compare the emotionality of post‐
ings made by the organization (e.g., happy or excited) with the emotionality of the
comment chain generated in reaction to the published post.

Emotional Reverberation, Resilience, and Shifting – As emotions circulate on social
media, they reverberate and intensify (e.g., a firestorm) or diffuse and wane. In down‐
turns, brands may seek to rebound from negative emotional discourse. Sometimes the same

Fig. 2. Schematic diagram of the prototype.
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objects can also elicit different emotions in different situations [30]. Our tool enables the
tracing of ‘emotional trajectories’ within zoom-able time series/area charts [20]. In addi‐
tion, as affect circulates, it creates an archive of expressed emotions [31]. Our tool affords
tracing the accumulation of emotions over time.

Emotional Stickiness – As affect circulates, particular feelings can get ‘stuck’ to certain
bodies, spaces, situations, etc. [8]. E.g., in a case of Marius the Giraffe, negative feelings
got “stuck” to the scientific director of Copenhagen Zoo, who was the public face of the
giraffe’s controversial execution [32]. Term frequencies within emotion categories can
unveil changing attachments between emotions and topics within text.

Design of the Prototype: The user begins by importing their own data (Fig. 3). Users are
free to choose and indicate header names and the form of text file they are uploading (1).
The layout design facilitates thematic progression in data exploration. Users first glance at
the overall distributions of core emotions, followed by the breakdown of these groups into
discrete emotions, and ultimately exploring individual posts and actors. Chart sophistica‐
tion progresses at the same time (from bar charts to dual-axis to sunburst). As with other
emotion-based tools [20], the color scheme has been carefully considered, while respecting
existing connotations that humans identify with color. Two forms of bar chart show the
distribution of emotions (2–3). A horizontal stacked bar chart shows a part-to-whole
composition of core emotions. The ordering of emotions in this band (from most positive
to negative) corresponds to the order of 28 sub-level emotions in the bar chart immedi‐
ately below. The next layers illustrate volumes over time (4–5). Conversation volume is
represented by gray bars in the background. This is overlaid with two lines that represent
arousal and valence levels. A time slider encourages users to drill-down to specific windows
in time.

A view displaying the breakdown of a conversation (by core emotions) over time
follows. Individual emotions can be removed to isolate a stream of interest over time.
A post-level visualization maps all posts within a conversation onto a two-dimensional
(arousal and valence) scatterplot (6). This allows the user to see the emotional ‘footprint’
of the entire conversation. The practitioner can also see where their own published posts
lie within the footprint – in comparison to the crowd – as visual feedback on emotional
alignment. The sunburst diagram facilitates a breakdown of core emotions (7). One
can see, for example, that a large portion of anger detected may have originated from
annoyance, rather than disgust. This granularity elaborates on the unique footprint a
conversation may hold. The last series of charts rank people in the conversation who
express the highest average levels of each core emotion (8). These serve as actionable
opportunities for social media managers to engage with people flagged as having partic‐
ular emotions towards the brand.

3 Limitations and Future Perspectives

With the latest iteration of this prototype, opportunities for action research are expected
to widen as practitioners begin to use the tool. EmotionVis has been tasked for reporting
within a social media audit of a global hotel chain, as well as conversation monitoring
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during the European football championships (Euro 2016) by the tournament’s main
sponsor. Such applications will provide valuable future direction in the development of
the prototype. Once the tool is directly connected to APIs from social media channels,
it will also provide a real-time interface benefiting from consistent display in the dash‐
board. Currently the visualizations are also serving designers as self-assessment instru‐
ments to fine-tune the classifier. In future work, we will systematically assess the accu‐
racy of detecting different emotions in test data.
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